Freight hubs & Kentucky Derby

APR 29‐ MAY 8

A busy event for biz at the Derby and plenty of Freighters.
This trip can be added on to the Storage yards tour.
SAT 29 We depart the UK for LOS ANGELES LAX. On arrival we collect our vehicles and spend time around
LAX, before arrival at our nearby Airport hotel, for the next 3 nights.
SUN 30 A full day in the LAX area, to visit VAN NUYS, BURBANK, LONG BEACH, JOHN WAYNE, ONTARIO
or other local airports.
MON 1 Another full day in the LAX area.
TUE 2 Today we can visit CHINO and MARCH AFB, then head south via CARSBAD to SAN DIEGO. Our
hotel for the next 2 nights is nearby.
WED 3 A full day in SAN DIEGO and a chance to visit BROWN FIELD or view movements at TIJUANA from
just on the US side of the border. Returning to our San Diego hotel.
THU 4 We have a morning flight to MEMPHIS and after arrival, we look around the whole airport. We then
check-in at our nearby hotel, then after dinner return to the airport for the huge wave of late night FEDEX
arrivals, returning to the hotel very late.
FRI 5 We drive east, with a stop half way in NASHVILLE. After we arrive in LOUISVILLE, we have a look
around, then check-in to our hotel and another late night follows, watching UPS arrivals.
SAT 6 Today is the first day of the KENTUCKY DERBY, with hundreds of arrivals expected. We view from
the cell phone lot at Louisville, but can also visit FRANCFORT, LEXINGTON or BOWMAN FIELD.
SUN 7 Another full day in the area, with more arrivals and departures. In the evening we drive north to
CINCINATTI, which is our final night. Our hotel is close to the airport.
.
MON 8 Our final day is spent here in Cincinatti, at the International and Municiple airports. Our flight back to
the UK is early evening, arriving back on Tuesday morning.

This tour can be added to the Storage yards tour the previous week

.

14 seats maximum - Local departures possible

Tour Cost: £1495

EST

Deposit: £499

Single room: £525

Cost includes: Flights & all taxes, 9 nights hotel (most with breakfast) Ground transportation

